GRENADA—The Land Of Spice

By G. CUNLIFFE OWEN

The first impressions of Grenada cannot fail to impress one. If one arrives by air through the mountains, from the west, a sense of awe is excited by the view of the Green Mountains and their towering peaks, which are silhouetted against the sky. The calm, still water of the sea, the gentle breeze, and the soft light of the rising sun, all contribute to the sense of peace and tranquility.
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Grenada is a beautiful and picturesque island, with its white-sand beaches, crystal-clear waters, and lush greenery. The chief beauty of Grenada is its natural scenery, which is unspoiled and untouched by human hand.

The landscape of Grenada is characterized by its three main features: the mountains, the valleys, and the coast. The Mountains

Mountains

Grenada has many mountains, which rise to a height of over 900 feet. The highest peak is Mount Annaberg, which reaches an altitude of 960 feet. The mountains are covered with dense forests of trees and shrubs, which provide a habitat for many animals.

Trees

Grenada has a variety of trees, including the coconut, mango, and breadfruit. The coconut tree is particularly abundant, and its fruit is used for cooking and drinking.

Beasts

There are many wild animals in Grenada, including monkeys, parrots, and deer. These animals add to the beauty of the island and make it a paradise for nature lovers.

The chief beauty of Grenada is its natural scenery, which is unspoiled and untouched by human hand.